Data Handling Update

October 13 2005
• **Pipeline**
  – New release of pipeline front end to be installed today
    • Allows access to data from running batch jobs
    • Many small usability improvements requested by users
    • [http://glast-ground.slac.stanford.edu/Pipeline/](http://glast-ground.slac.stanford.edu/Pipeline/)
  – Started planning for upgrade to pipeline II
    • Parallel tasks, remote job submission, …

• **GUI software installer**
  – New release (0.6).
    • Now works on windows and Linux
    • Longstanding bug with external only packages (e.g. CMT) fixed

• **Data Catalog**
  – Working ongoing on
    • importing non-pipeline data produced at Lyon

• **Data server**
  – Being modified to tie in to data catalog
  – Igor’s usability improvements being integrated into pruner, peeler

• **Miscellaneous**
  – SCCS security wants us to move glast03 http server from port 8080 to 2000 (blocked at firewall)
    • Will set up new glast-ground entry points for trending, gds dataserver
  – Friday, 10am, data handling meetings to recommence this week